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Chapter 1: The second apocalypse 2058

Time now: January 1, 2090 - Thirty two years after the second nuclear
disaster in (2058).

Place:

Alfatex Military colony located in the middle of the great desert - The
Middle East before the apocalypse.

His mind stopped thinking clearly from what was happening to
the world and froze each time he tried to study about medicine.
He would spend all his time and energy into further reading and
researching methods to fix or create new things. He had a
passion for fixing and re-creating with the hopes and dreams he
could upgrade his own brain.
Each day mister Baldy was finding more dead bodies nearby. The
view of the destroyed honor camp from far away turned into
nothing but rocks and old destroyed buildings. All the materials
from the buildings were useless. Even the iron wasn’t good
because of radiations and poison from mass destruction
weapons. He wanted to stay away from that for good. So, he
started focusing more on what he could build and not what was
happening or had happened in the past.
Suddenly Baldy wakes up from his daydream from an unfamiliar
sound he hears. He turns around to find Fahaddays. A child raised
by the colony ruler (Alfather).
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Alfather an elder mechanical engineer who was also known to
have rescued Fahaddays after the great destruction. He saw him
wandering in the desert refusing to die or to give up on life
without shedding any tears. Just an angry face drifting around the
vast desert lost and disoriented. He clearly could not find his
family or friends or even know how to search for them. This
being said Alfather took him in under his wing after seeing such
determination and will to survive. Alfather pointed a scanning
military machine used to know humans age toward him and
found Fahaddays was born on Saturday January 1 ,2050 and
had only just turned eight years young in that day. This
Astonished alfather and made him realize how unique he really
was! A child survived the nuclear blast and crossed the desert
in middle of nowhere will be his new catch.

Fahaddays was going to meet his family for the first time in his
life as the honor camp teachers there told him before the
distraction; I know you have a lot of questions in your mind
right now about the honor camp or teachers or even why a boy
didn’t saw his family. Do not worry you will find answers as you
keep reading this story and I don't grantee that it would be a
full answer until you find out by yourself and connect the facts,
Searching about the reality they were living in and for now just
let us go back to Baldy and his garage.
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Baldy smiles and looks up to Fahaddays face remembering the
story between Alfather and Fahaddays.
He went back to the day when Alfather rescued Fahaddays and
the memory appeared like a life time ago. It was a heroic dream
while looking at Fahaddays childish eyes. Fahaddays was just
wondering about what’s going on.
Fahaddays: Baldy? Why are you looking at me like that?
Baldy: like what mighty? Oh, you're a mighty hero. You don’t
know yet but you will turn humans into machines and I will be
happy to serve as your first mate, they will call me Baldy the
Robot one day and I will laugh about it in a robotic voice ha ha
ha.
Fahaddays: sure and I will name this garage the Great Kings Hall
(smiles).
Baldy: who's the king?
Fahaddays: me.
Baldy: What about Alfather?
Fahaddays: He is my savior and guide to becoming a good king.
He will be sitting right next to me in a large chair. I will never
forget him.
Baldy: (smiles) while repeating the word, “savior” and he start
to drift back again in his daydream state.
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Baldy’s imagination went back to the day when Alfather found
Fahaddays in the middle of the desert. His daydreaming state
came to a halt once he stumbled upon the memory of where
Fahaddays was originally found, which was near the destroyed
military camp Alfatex. This sensitive part of the story was only
ever told by Alfather.
Baldy already knows all the answers but each time he looks to
Fahaddays eyes he feels like he is seeing him for the first time
and it leaves him pondering again about his future destiny. His
fate seems bright with Fahaddays future skills, strong well,
might, bravery and rights towards guiding the colony into the
right direction.
What`s Alfather story? Well, He was driving a military Hummer
H1 and surely not an average or typical made one. It is an
Alfatex Hummer with advanced military technology with a
slight hint of a historical touch like the ones back in2004. It was
found in a military museum and was considered the only
vehicle that escaped the massive apocalypse because it was
parked away in a nuclear bunker in a secured basement camp.
Alfather looked at the destruction around him. He was in an old
closed nuclear military camp located in the middle of the great
desert. He hadn’t seen everything that had happened. The
area, which was once the Middle East turned to a big great
desert with no water or sea's around it. Dead human bodies,
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animals, Alfatex robots, burning oil fields, destroyed military
machines and burned Alfatex camps as far as he can see.
The geomagnetic storm also changed the face of the world and
maps into something unknown. It is strange to realize that our
planet once beautiful filled with large bodies of water turn into
vast lands of dust. A world with no oceans and a shortage of
substances that can only sustain very little life is very alienating.
An image not even the greatest of scholars of that time could
ever imagine. The great desert planet turned subsequently into
a deadly one leaving it unwelcoming to living organisms from
miles beyond our location which we refer to as Aliens.
Appearing in spaceships from galaxies beyond would eventually
pass over such a planet that endured nuclear destruction and
immense emptiness. Aliens will question and be afraid of what
is beyond it. It was filled with lava, nuclear, destruction,
geomagnetic storm and empty desert. Death has a new face and
it is the great desert for sure.
Alfather: It is fine! I took the Hummer from the Sampling area
and it is the area in which the military keeps historical records.
Within these records you could find all sorts of machines or
items made through the old military armies’ camp in the
nuclear basement. Since the age of the glory alfatex industry of
army machines (2030-2058), Hummer vehicles are stored there
and still considered in good shape. Reason being, the advance
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in technology the Sampling camp was non like other. Most of
those machines were just for show and research so they were
kept in great condition with fuel for testing.
No weapons were attached, and the Hummer was more like an
historical car in the military museum for show. That Hummer
H1 was the only vehicle still working. All other machines were
destroyed in the mass destruction. Badly was shocked that it
could have survived that period.
After the destruction alfather took the Alfatex Hummer H1, he
went searching the desert for any survivors and explores what
was remaining of his world.
Alfather: Please! Let me find someone. Another human. An
animal or any sort of mechanic pet. I'm too scared to live alone
and I always imaged my life without anyone nearby. It started
to seem my own fears and nightmares were turning to reality
before my own eyes witness it. It was in fact true everyone had
vanished while I slept in the camp basement for thousands of
years. I woke up to find everything destroyed. I was looking at
what I could never image before. It was the same feeling as if
you were living a dream of horror. I was like someone had just
died right next to me. It was a shock. He was living all these
years with his memory of the past and not realizing the
extension of damage that had happened. He was living his
routine with no meaning of like before this shock and now the
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destruction was going to change everything for him again. He
was in a sad spot. Over thinking and trying to figure out what to
do.
I knew I went too far in the desert. Nowhere near any closed
military camp. I knew I had to start heading back, but I was
afraid. I didn’t want to relive the scenes of destruction I had just
witnessed and the dead bodies. I even wish for my enemies to
return just to have another human around. Thinking I would be
living my life alone was horrifying. I started to ask myself what I
had done to be alive when everyone had vanished. What had I
done in my life to be punished?
While Alfather was whispering and talking to himself he had
forgotten the noise which the Hummer H1 engine was making.
The only thing making him happy was the joy of driving this
vehicle but after the shock of seeing everything he had lost that
joy.
He suddenly awakens from his thoughts and opens his eyes
wide and smirk appears on his distraught face. He couldn’t
believe what he was seeing. He slowly and cautiously stopped
the car and standing in front of the Hummer was a boy in the
middle of desert just standing in the middle of all the
destruction with no life in sight. How did this boy survive and is
standing here? Alfather wondered.
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Alfather: Is this really a boy? Or I’m I dreaming? Will he turn on
me? Is he normal or is he going to try to kill me? Should I
approach or run for my life. All these thoughts were flashing in
my head. All my nightmares were rushing through my head.
Maybe this boy was part of this mass destruction and wants the
last, which is me and my machines. Little Boy please send me a
sign. What should I do?
What's in his hands? Oh my, what if this is all my hallucinatory
and I’m just living in my nightmare? Or daydream. What if he
starts to turn now into a Demonic machine? Then I shall run him
over with my Hummer. But wait a minute. A Demon dies cause of
a Hummer. I think I’m losing my mind. I will find out soon if he is
real or a nightmare.
Alfather slowly drives into that unknown location where the boy
is standing. While slowing trying to get near him the boy didn't
move. Why was the boy not scared? I am ready if the boy turns
into something scary. Alfather was ready to run him over if
anything seemed dangerous. He knew the Hummer could help
him and protect him.
Fahaddays (the boy) was looking at the Hummer and noticed a
man with an angry face was coming towards him.
Fahaddays: Is this the machine which killed everyone? Took my
friends? Is this what has stopped me from finishing the camp
training and destroyed my hope of meeting my real family?
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(Fahaddays start to recall stories he heard from his friends in the
honor camp that there was a machine used by the general nighty
king. That can kill humans and it's out there in the desert
somewhere) He was looking straight at the Hummer and thinking
that this is general knight king who will harm him. He stood tall in
silence, he kept looking at the vehicle approaching him and
staring at the man’s face.
Alfather: I will open the door take a step outside and I will see
what this nightmare is all about or if that boy turned into a
Demon, I will be shocked and wake up from this nasty dream and
shouted: do you see me? Or are you a Demon wanting to make
me suffer before I go to ….!
An act interrupted his words - Fahaddays throws a rock toward
the car) while saying: That's what killed my friends. And you
should stay away from me. Monster! You must realize I was in a
dangerous place, I am dangerous, very dangerous and the glory
general is my best friend. He is coming now to burn you alive.
Alfather looked at Fahaddays face without any words just looked
to his eyes and was thinking that he is not fearful, not a single
tear dropped from his childish eyes. He just said they killed his
friends and the glory general wants to burn someone alive? At
this point it seemed like an honor camp.
He asks Fahaddays quickly. (To be continued)
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My story about Fahaddays the mighty legend
who has survived from the world destruction and
radioactive fallout causing the collapse of
civilization in the middle east.
A man cruised looking for humans, Struggled To
stay alive and went for a journey to the new
world Colony hoping that he could find anything
about his lost Family or what reminds of his
world.
A dreamer guy took his Alfatex Gears, military
Hummer h1 and hit the road with a map trying to
reach the golden colony (Death Merchants
Guild) seeking the chipx mentioned by Genax to
him, but The painful destiny was waiting for him
out there to accompany him And show him the
reality of our destroyed world year 2090, love in a
different way and a horror we can`t imagine.
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